1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Gene duplication can significantly speed up evolution by providing new redundant genetic material that has no constraints and can freely evolve new functions \[[@RSPB20171393C1]\]. Duplicates can also confer an immediate fitness benefit when an increased gene dosage is advantageous \[[@RSPB20171393C2],[@RSPB20171393C3]\]. Ancestral functions may be partitioned between duplicates (subfunctionalization) \[[@RSPB20171393C4]\], or duplicate copies may acquire new functions (neofunctionalization) \[[@RSPB20171393C5]\]. A duplicate can also recombine with another gene to form a chimeric gene leading to innovation of gene function \[[@RSPB20171393C6],[@RSPB20171393C7]\]; indeed chimeric genes are found in natural yeast hybrids \[[@RSPB20171393C8]\]. However, since genetic redundancy is not a selective trait *per se,* the fate of the majority of duplicate gene copies is to be lost from the genome.

After a whole genome duplication (WGD) event in yeast approximately 88% of duplicated genes were lost over a period of 100 million years \[[@RSPB20171393C9]\], and yeast species display a large turnover of duplicate genes \[[@RSPB20171393C10]\]. There may be selection pressure to remove a duplicate if it results in an imbalance of protein subunits in a protein complex \[[@RSPB20171393C11]\], and duplicate retention may be influenced by selection from the environment for specific functions \[[@RSPB20171393C12]\].

Numerous mechanisms have been proposed to explain the retention and loss of duplicate genes. Neutral mechanisms affect both retention and loss of duplicates through subfunctionalization and pseudogenization respectively \[[@RSPB20171393C4],[@RSPB20171393C13]\]. The environment \[[@RSPB20171393C12],[@RSPB20171393C14]\], scale of duplication \[[@RSPB20171393C15]\] and location of the duplication event \[[@RSPB20171393C16]\] may also influence duplicate retention. However, the comparative genomics approaches that are used to study gene duplication are inevitably retrospective. In particular, rapid changes are difficult to detect and identification would require high-density sampling of strains at a time relevant to the duplication.

We investigated the most rapid mechanisms that govern the retention or loss of duplicate genes by introducing an artificial duplicate into the genome of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. The study of an artificial duplicate in yeast allows us to test whether there is an immediate fitness benefit after duplication, and the molecular mechanism by which a benefit may arise. Allowing the duplicate strains to evolve in different environments will allow us to test whether environmental selection plays a role in duplicate retention. Furthermore, we can test for expression and fitness differences between ancestral and evolved strains. Finally, by introducing duplicates in tandem and non-tandem positions we can test the effects of location on duplicate retention and organismal fitness. We chose to duplicate a singleton gene (i.e. without confounding effect of paralogues) that is highly conserved among eukaryotes and has a large number of genetic and physical interactions (i.e. so that duplication is more likely to trigger measurable fitness changes). *IFA38*, which encodes for an elongase enzyme required for very long-chain fatty acid synthesis, has 104 interactions (ranked top 10 orthologous interacting protein in yeast) and is highly conserved \[[@RSPB20171393C17]\]. *IFA38* is important for maintenance of membrane fluidity \[[@RSPB20171393C18]\] and for resistance to ethanol and other stressors \[[@RSPB20171393C19]\]. Hence, fitness output of engineered duplicate strains can be easily scored on media containing ethanol. Similarly, we can also test the fitness under non-fermentable conditions by using glycerol as a carbon source, which is exclusively respired by yeast and so provides an ethanol-free environment.

We find that introduction of an extra copy of *IFA38* triggers a global transcriptional response and can confer a fitness benefit, although the magnitude of this benefit depends on both the genomic location of the duplicated gene and the environment. We also show that a gene duplicate can be lost from the genome very rapidly under respiratory conditions, and the loss is asymmetric (i.e. deletion of the newly duplicated copy). Overall, evolutionary changes in response to duplication of *IFA38* gene can be extremely fast and modulated by the environment and genomic context.

2.. Material and methods {#s2}
========================

(a). Strains, media and culture conditions {#s2a}
------------------------------------------

The parental strain used in these experiments is the standard laboratory strain of *S. cerevisiae* BY4743 (*MAT*a/α *his3*Δ*1/his3*Δ*1 leu2*Δ*0/leu2*Δ*0 LYS2/lys2*Δ*0 met15*Δ*0/MET15 ura3*Δ*0/ura3*Δ*0*). All the strains were maintained on YPD medium (1% (w/v) yeast extract, 1% (w/v) peptone and 2% (w/v) glucose) containing required antibiotics: 300 µg/ml geneticin (GibcoBRL) for selection of the *kanMX* markers. YP + glycerol medium was prepared by supplementing YP medium with 2% (w/v) glycerol, and ethanol-containing medium was prepared by supplementing YPD with 5% (w/v) or 7% (w/v) ethanol as per requirement.

(b). Genetic engineering of strains possessing duplicated genes {#s2b}
---------------------------------------------------------------

To construct the strains possessing duplicate genes, a resistance marker cassette (*loxP-kanMX-loxP*) was inserted at the downstream region of the gene of interest (in this study *IFA38*) in *S. cerevisiae* (BY4743) using PCR-mediated gene replacement mechanism \[[@RSPB20171393C20],[@RSPB20171393C21]\] and the standard lithium acetate transformation method \[[@RSPB20171393C22]\]. Correct transformants were confirmed by analytical PCR. All the primers used in this work are provided in electronic supplementary material, tables S1 and S2.

To distinguish the original *IFA38* gene from its duplicate copy, up to five differences in the sequence were introduced in the duplicates, without altering the protein sequence and the codon adaptation index, as measured by C[odon]{.smallcaps}W (electronic supplementary material, table S3). These differences also do not disrupt any known transcription factor binding sites as identified in the Yeastract database \[[@RSPB20171393C23]\].

(c). Fitness assays {#s2c}
-------------------

The competitive fitness of ancestral and evolved cultures versus the GFP tagged reference strains was measured by a FACS based competition assay as described previously \[[@RSPB20171393C24]--[@RSPB20171393C26]\]. Growth was also tested in monocultures using FLUOstar optima microplate reader in YPD, YPD + 7% ethanol and YP + 2% glycerol media as previously described \[[@RSPB20171393C27],[@RSPB20171393C28]\].

(d). Experimental evolution {#s2d}
---------------------------

Five independent biological replicates of the mutants (tandem and non-tandem duplicates) and WT strain were allowed to evolve for 500 generations under three different conditions (YPD, YPD + 5% ethanol and YP + 2% glycerol) with shaking at 30°C. Overnight grown strains were washed with sterile water and the cell count was taken using cellometer auto M10 (Peqlab). Approximately 1 × 10^6^ cells were transferred in the 96 well plate containing 200 µl of the respective medium. The cultures evolved in YPD and YPD + 5% ethanol environments were transferred into fresh media after every 24 hours, whereas the YP + 2% glycerol-evolved ones were transferred after 48 h. Overall, 500 generations were achieved in five, seven and nine months in YPD, YPD + 7% ethanol, and YP + 2% glycerol medium, respectively.

(e). DNA extraction and whole genome sequencing {#s2e}
-----------------------------------------------

Total genomic DNA was extracted from overnight grown culture of yeast strains using the standard phenol/chloroform method \[[@RSPB20171393C29]\]. Paired end whole-genome sequencing was performed using the Illumina HiSeq platform. Quality control was applied to sequence reads using FastQC (Babraham Bioinformatics), reads were aligned using B[owtie]{.smallcaps}2 \[[@RSPB20171393C30]\] and post-processed using [samtools]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSPB20171393C31]\]. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were identified using the G[enome]{.smallcaps} A[nalysis]{.smallcaps} T[ool]{.smallcaps}K[it]{.smallcaps} (GATK) \[[@RSPB20171393C32]\] and genes containing SNPs were tested for enrichment of GO terms \[[@RSPB20171393C33]\]. Full details and all parameter settings can be found in electronic supplementary material, File S1.

(f). RNA extraction, reverse transcription and real-time quantitative PCR {#s2f}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total RNA was extracted in YPD, YPD + 7% ethanol and YP + 2% glycerol media by either using Qiagen RNeasy Mini kit for real time PCR experiments (catalogue no. 74104) or by using Trizol reagent for RNA sequencing (Invitrogen, catalogue no. 155-96-018). cDNA from total RNA was synthesized using Qiagen reverse transcription kit (catalogue no. 205311). The expression level of *IFA38* was determined using quantitative real-time PCR as described previously \[[@RSPB20171393C34]\]. The primers used for the real-time PCR are in electronic supplementary material, table S4.

(g). RNA-Seq and copy number variant analysis {#s2g}
---------------------------------------------

1--4 µg of total RNA was processed for RNAseq using the illumina HiSeq 2500. RNA-Seq reads were aligned with B[owtie]{.smallcaps}2 \[[@RSPB20171393C30]\] and resulting alignment files were processed with [samtools]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSPB20171393C31]\]. HT-S[eq]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSPB20171393C35]\] was used for counting reads mapping to known genes and [edge]{.smallcaps}R was used to identify differentially expressed (DE) genes, which were tested for enrichment of GO terms \[[@RSPB20171393C33]\]. Finally, CNV-S[eq]{.smallcaps} \[[@RSPB20171393C36]\] was used to identify copy number variants. Full details and all parameter settings can be found in electronic supplementary material, File S1. Raw sequence reads are available in the Sequence Read Archive under accession SRP074528.

3.. Results {#s3}
===========

(a). Construction of duplicated strains {#s3a}
---------------------------------------

Strains possessing a duplicate copy of the *IFA38* gene were successfully constructed using the *cre-loxP* system \[[@RSPB20171393C28],[@RSPB20171393C34],[@RSPB20171393C37]--[@RSPB20171393C39]\]. The transcript boundaries (3′ and 5′ UTRs) of *IFA38* were obtained from a previously published study \[[@RSPB20171393C40]\] and the gene was amplified along with its UTRs (electronic supplementary material, figure S1*a*), such that all regulatory sequences were also duplicated. New gene copies tagged with a resistance marker cassette (KanMX) were inserted at tandem and at non-tandem positions in *S. cerevisiae* BY4743 background (electronic supplementary material, figure S1*b--f*). In the text, the tandem and non-tandem strains will be referred to as 'IFA38-t' and 'IFA38-nt' respectively. The tandem duplication is located approximately 150 bp downstream of the 3′UTR of *IFA38* gene (insertion coordinate 559878). The non-tandem duplication is located nearer to the centromere, approximately 310 kb away from *IFA38* (insertion coordinate 248803). Expression at centromeres is known to be different from the remainder of the genome and is epigenetically regulated \[[@RSPB20171393C41]\]. Various transcription factors such as Cbf1 and Ste12 and silencing factors are known to contribute to the transcriptional regulation at centromere \[[@RSPB20171393C42]\]. This can potentially affect the level of expression of the newly inserted gene duplicate and eventually its retention. Neither duplication disrupts known transcription factor binding sites as identified in the Yeastract database \[[@RSPB20171393C23]\], nor is either duplication near a transposable element, the closest being 11 000 base pairs away.

(b). Gene duplication can confer a fitness advantage immediately after duplication {#s3b}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether the duplication of *IFA38* conferred a fitness advantage immediately after duplication we performed competition assays in three different media: standard rich medium YPD; YPD + 7% ethanol; and YP + 2% glycerol. In YPD, cells can both ferment and respire, and although ethanol is not present at the beginning of the experiment, it can be produced by the fermentative action of the yeast strains. YPD containing 7% ethanol has been used as selective medium to test the fitness of our duplicated strains, since the deletion of *IFA38* causes a significant decrease in growth in rich medium containing ethanol (electronic supplementary material, figure S2). Lastly, we used YP + 2% glycerol medium, which has glycerol as the sole carbon source, restricting the yeast to respiration. Here, we expect that there will be no selection pressure to retain the additional copy of *IFA38*, since ethanol is not present.

Immediately after the duplication, we find that both the tandem and non-tandem duplications confer a significant fitness benefit over the wild-type strain in YPD medium (*p* \< 0.01, *t*-test; [figure 1](#RSPB20171393F1){ref-type="fig"}). When the strains are competed in YPD + 7% ethanol-containing medium we see a much higher increase in fitness of both tandem and non-tandem duplicate strains (*p* \< 0.01, *t*-test; [figure 1](#RSPB20171393F1){ref-type="fig"}); on the other hand, when growing the cells on in YP + 2% glycerol there is a small but significant decrease in fitness for the duplicate strains (*p* \< 0.05, *t*-test; [figure 1](#RSPB20171393F1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the fitness of intermediate control strain lacking duplication but containing *loxP-KanMX-loxP* was also tested and no fitness differences were observed compared with the wild-type strain (data not shown). These results suggest that following the duplication event the presence of an extra copy of *IFA38* confers a growth advantage over the wild-type strain in rich YPD media with or without ethanol. Figure 1.Competitive fitness of ancestral strains in different media conditions. Fitness coefficients of (*a*) tandem 'IFA38-t' and (*b*) non-tandem 'IFA38-nt' duplicates relative to the wild-type strain competed in YPD (broken line), YPD + 7% ethanol (dotted line) and YP + 2% glycerol (solid line) medium. Both strains show an increase in fitness in YPD and YPD + 7% ethanol-containing medium, whereas reduced growth was observed in the YP + 2% glycerol environment. T1, T2 and T3 represent three different points of cell count after every 10 generations. The error bars represent the average of three technical replicas of five independent biological replicas. Error bars are at 95% CIs.

(c). Gene duplication results in increased gene expression in certain environments {#s3c}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When the duplicated strains are grown on YPD or YP + 2% glycerol media, the expression levels for *IFA38* are similar to the wild-type (electronic supplementary material, figure S3*a*,*c*). Interestingly, despite the *IFA38* being expressed at a similar level in YPD and YP + 2% glycerol media, the duplication gives only a fitness advantage in YPD ([figure 1](#RSPB20171393F1){ref-type="fig"}). However, in YPD + 7% ethanol medium we see a significant increase in expression of *IFA38* in both types of duplicate strains (electronic supplementary material, figure S3*b*), with the non-tandem duplicate strain showing a larger increase in expression compared to the wild-type than the tandem duplicate strain. *IFA38* is therefore upregulated in media containing ethanol and its overall expression in the duplicated strains is increased compared with the wild-type.

(d). Evolution under different environmental conditions affects fitness {#s3d}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine the long-term fitness effects and other evolutionary changes due to the presence of a duplicate gene, our duplicate strains were serially sub-cultured for 500 generations in YPD, YPD + 5% ethanol and YP + 2% glycerol. Competitive fitness of evolved versus ancestral population was measured in YPD, YPD + 7% ethanol and YP + 2% glycerol.

When fitness was measured in YPD, all populations of wild-type and duplicate strains evolved in YPD and YPD + 5% ethanol showed a final increase in growth compared with the ancestral populations (electronic supplementary material, figure S4*a--c*, broken and dotted lines), whereas no change of competitive fitness was observed for the yeast population evolved in YP + 2% glycerol (electronic supplementary material, figure S4*a--c*, solid lines).

Competitive fitness tested in YPD + 7% ethanol of all populations evolved in YPD + 5% ethanol was increased compared with the respective ancestral populations (*p* \< 0.01; electronic supplementary material, figure S5*a--c*, dotted lines), while the opposite is true for all the populations evolved in YP + 2% glycerol (electronic supplementary material, figure S5*a--c*, solid lines). For the yeast cultures evolved in YPD, a significant decrease in growth was seen only for the strains carrying the duplications when compared with their respective ancestral strains (Student\'s *t*-test, *p* \< 0.05; electronic supplementary material, figure S5*b*,*c*, broken lines).

When competitive fitness of the evolved populations is measured in YP + 2% glycerol medium, none of the populations of duplicate strains (electronic supplementary material, figure S6*b*,*c*) show fitness differences compared with the ancestral populations, except for the tandem duplication evolved in YP + 2% glycerol, which shows a decrease in fitness (electronic supplementary material, figure S6*b*, solid line). Overall, these data show differences in competitive fitness of the evolved populations based on the medium.

(e). Expression of *IFA38* in the evolved populations {#s3e}
-----------------------------------------------------

We assessed the expression of *IFA38* in YPD + 7% ethanol for all the evolved populations. When yeast strains are allowed to evolve in YPD, all strains including the wild-type show increased expression of *IFA38* after 500 generations ([figure 2](#RSPB20171393F2){ref-type="fig"}*a*). We see the same trend for the strains evolved in YPD + 5% ethanol ([figure 2](#RSPB20171393F2){ref-type="fig"}*b*), and in the case of the tandem duplicate the expression after experimental evolution is three times higher than the initial one. The strains carrying the duplication were also evolved in YP + 2% glycerol medium, where the presence of an extra copy of *IFA38* had lower fitness. For these strains, when the level of transcription of *IFA38* was measured in YPD + 7% ethanol, we see a drastic reduction in the expression in all the evolved strains ([figure 2](#RSPB20171393F2){ref-type="fig"}*c*). This suggests that long-term growth in an environment containing glycerol represses the expression of *IFA38*, while long-term growth in YPD and in ethanol-containing media increases it. Figure 2.The expression of *IFA38* of the wild-type and duplicate strains before and after evolution in YPD + 7% ethanol media. The strains were evolved in (*a*) YPD, (*b*) YPD + 7% ethanol and (*c*) YP + 2% glycerol. The bar charts show the *IFA38* expression at the start of the evolution experiment (black bars) and after evolution at 500th generation (grey bars). Error bars are from three technical replicas for each of the five independent biological samples. Relative normalized fold expression was calculated by using ΔΔCt method and *ACT1* was used as a reference gene.

(f). Global changes in gene expression after duplication and evolution {#s3f}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether fitness differences associated with the duplication arise only from altered expression of *IFA38* or instead are due to global transcriptomic changes brought about by the introduction of the *IFA38* duplicate, we carried out RNA-Seq experiments for ancestral and evolved strains. We found that transcriptional changes immediately after duplication and after long-term evolution are not only confined to *IFA38* but are widespread throughout the genome.

Immediately after duplication, by comparing the ancestral wild-type strain with the duplicate strains, we can identify a total of 2597 (50.8%) and 2239 (43.8%) genes significantly differentially expressed in the tandem and non-tandem duplication strains, respectively. The duplication of a gene with a high number of genetic and physical interactions, such as *IFA38*, can therefore greatly alter the transcriptome immediately after the introduction of the gene.

We then identified significantly DE genes after 500 generations and observed that expression changes occur after evolution in specific environments ([figure 3](#RSPB20171393F3){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we can see almost opposite changes in expression between the duplicate strains and the wild-type strains after evolution ([figure 3](#RSPB20171393F3){ref-type="fig"}). For example, compared with the ancestral strains, we observe a significant reduction of expression in enzymes linked to the ethanol pathway, such as *ADH2* and *ALD2*, in all duplicate strains, but not in the wild-type, where *ADH2* expression increases. A reduced expression of both *GUT1* and *GUT2*, enzymes in the glycerol degradation pathway, is also detected for all the strains carrying duplications, while an opposite trend is seen for the WT strain. Figure 3.Differential expression of genes after experimental evolution. Each row represents a gene, and the ordering of the dendrogram and rows is inferred from hierarchical clustering of the expression data. Increased and decreased expression is indicated by log-fold change and shown in blue and red, respectively. The green and blue highlighted sections identify groups of genes up- and down-regulated in the duplicate and wild-type strains, respectively. The gold highlighted section shows a group of genes down- and up-regulated in the duplicate and wild-type strains, respectively.

Identifying genes that have altered expression after 500 generations allows us to detect the types of functions important for evolution in a particular environment. Specifically, we identify the types of genes consistently upregulated in duplicate strains but downregulated in wild-type strains after experimental evolution (green highlighted region in [figure 3](#RSPB20171393F3){ref-type="fig"}). This group of genes is enriched for gene ontology (GO) terms associated with sugar transport and metabolism. Another cluster of genes upregulated in the duplicate strains but downregulated in the wild-types is enriched for GO terms associated with amino acid biosynthesis and other translation associated terms (blue highlighted region in [figure 3](#RSPB20171393F3){ref-type="fig"}). Conversely, genes that are consistently downregulated in duplicate strains and upregulated in wild-type strains (gold highlighted region in [figure 3](#RSPB20171393F3){ref-type="fig"}) are enriched for GO terms related to fatty acid and lipid catabolism. A complete list of enriched GO terms in these regions can be found in electronic supplementary material, table S5.

We can also identify some common functions for upregulated genes such as those involved in carbohydrate transport which are over-expressed in all strains evolved in an environment containing ethanol (electronic supplementary material, table S6). The high-affinity glucose transporter, *HXT6*, has been shown previously to be upregulated in cells growing on non-fermentable carbon sources such as ethanol \[[@RSPB20171393C43]\], and the production of storage carbohydrates has been identified as part of the yeast environmental stress response \[[@RSPB20171393C44],[@RSPB20171393C45]\]. We conclude that the duplication of *IFA38*, which possesses a high number of interactions, has the potential to drastically alter the evolutionary trajectory of a strain.

(g). Single nucleotide polymorphisms arising during experimental evolution {#s3g}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

We identified SNPs causing missense mutations in genes during experimental evolution (electronic supplementary material, table S7). We can identify SNPs with possible relevance to environmental adaptation; in the wild-type strain evolved in YPD we can detect an SNP in *ELO1*, another gene involved in fatty acid chain elongation. We can also identify genes with SNPs that occur in multiple strains; *HXT* genes involved in hexose transport show SNPs in multiple strains, as do genes associated with ATPase activity (*ENA1* and *ENA2*), cell wall integrity (*ASP3* and *MKK1*) and elongation factors associated with translation (*EFT1/2* and *TEF1*). However, none of the genes with SNPs identified in our GATK analysis have any known physical interactions with *IFA38*.

Several genes in the duplicate strains accumulate mutations independently in all three environments, although the type and position of these SNPs vary across strains (electronic supplementary material, figure S7). Both tandem and non-tandem duplicate strains had a higher number of shared genes among the different environments when compared with the wild-type strain. GO was used to characterize the functions of genes that accumulate SNPs in multiple environments. We detected enrichment for sugar transporters in our tandem duplicate, suggesting a common evolutionary trajectory for these strains.

We also identify SNPs in similar types of genes across the strains. We find GO terms related to transmembrane transport, hexose transport and translation elongation enriched for genes with SNPs in multiple strains (electronic supplementary material, table S8). This evolutionary trend for transmembrane transporters was also detected in our transcriptomics work (i.e. significant change in expression pattern).

(h). Detection of duplicate loss during experimental evolution {#s3h}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether there had been any subsequent changes in copy number of *IFA38* after duplication and evolution we used CNV-Seq to compare the read-depth of *IFA38* in the sequencing data between ancestral and evolved strains. For strains evolved in YPD and ethanol there appear to be no copy number changes of *IFA38* after 500 generations. However, there was a reduction in copy number of *IFA38* in the non-tandem strain evolved in glycerol, highlighted by a relative reduction in read-depth in the region of *IFA38* compared with the ancestral strain (CNV-Seq *p* \< 0.01; electronic supplementary material, figure S8).

We experimentally validated these predicted losses and looked for (i) further evidence of duplicate loss in all biological replicates of glycerol-evolved strains, (ii) the asymmetry of gene loss (i.e. deletion of the duplicate or original copy) and (iii) the time scale of the loss. Analytical PCR using the primers specific to the original gene showed that the *IFA38* was retained in all the biological replicates of non-tandem duplicates after evolving them in glycerol medium for 500 generations (electronic supplementary material, figure S9*b*,*c*), suggesting that it is the duplicate that is lost. To understand if the engineered copy of *IFA38* was retained or lost during the period of evolution, analytical PCR was performed using the primers specific to the engineered gene and the marker cassette ([figure 4](#RSPB20171393F4){ref-type="fig"}*a*). We found that the engineered copy was lost from four out of five biological replicates after 500 generations ([figure 4](#RSPB20171393F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*,*c*). In addition to this, the event of gene loss was traced back to earlier generations, namely after 400, 300, 200, 100, 50, 25 and 12 cell divisions. It was found that the four biological replicates lost the duplicate genes at different stages: biological 4, 1, 5 and 3 lost the *IFA38* duplicate between 12--25, 25--50 and 400--500 generations, respectively ([figure 4](#RSPB20171393F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*). The single replicate (biological 2) from which the engineered copy was not lost after 500 generations had a partial deletion of the duplication cassette ([figure 4](#RSPB20171393F4){ref-type="fig"}*c*). Taken together, these data show for the first time that loss of duplicates is extremely rapid. Interestingly, former studies have shown gain of new duplicate genes in *E. coli* and yeast strains after evolving them in a glucose-limited environment \[[@RSPB20171393C6],[@RSPB20171393C46]\]. Figure 4.Detection of loss of the engineered *IFA38* duplicate via analytical PCR. The presence and loss of *IFA38* duplicate was confirmed by PCR. (*a*) A diagrammatic view of the original gene (red) and engineered copy (blue) of *IFA38* on the chromosome and the position of the primers (a,f,c,g; black arrows) used for PCR. (*b*) 1.5% (w/v) agarose gel representing the duplicate colonies of ancestral and glycerol-evolved strains confirmed by primers a + f giving a product of expected band size of 1008 bp. (*c*) 1.5% (w/v) agarose gel representing the duplicate colonies of ancestral and glycerol-evolved strains confirmed by primers c + g giving a product of expected band size 1032 bp.

4.. Discussion {#s4}
==============

In this work, we addressed the very earliest events of post-duplication using an experimental approach to determine the immediate changes in expression and cellular fitness. Such an approach limits the number of genes and genomic positions that can be studied, but has the advantage of allowing insights into both the quantitative molecular changes and the very first fitness effects that arise from duplication, and so complements traditional computational approaches. Since biases at these very early stages have the potential to influence patterns of retention and innovation observed later, identifying and understanding them is essential in producing a complete picture of the fate of gene duplicates.

Gene duplication obviously alters gene dosage, which may in turn alter the amount of protein present. In yeast, 80% of genes have a strong correlation between copy number and expression \[[@RSPB20171393C47]\]. However, in the longer term expression can change \[[@RSPB20171393C48]\], and neutral changes in expression can give rise to subfunctionalisation \[[@RSPB20171393C49]\]. Our results show that, upon duplication, widespread expression changes occur and are not limited to the duplicated gene.

Immediately after duplication of *IFA38* there is an increase in expression, and this increase is dependent on both growth conditions and the genomic context of the duplication (electronic supplementary material, figure S3). It is possible that the genomic location where the non-tandem duplicate was inserted is more accessible to transcriptional changes. Indeed, different genomic regions have markedly different levels of expression \[[@RSPB20171393C50]\], with genes located near the telomeres being repressed \[[@RSPB20171393C51]\].

We find that changes in expression that arise from duplication are rapidly accommodated, although this also depends on growth conditions and genomic context. Expression changes are additionally observed in a large number of other genes, immediately after duplication and over the course of experimental evolution ([figure 3](#RSPB20171393F3){ref-type="fig"}). Here, we can see that approximately 50% of genes show significant DE in both tandem and non-tandem duplication strains, suggesting that even single gene duplications may perturb the system as much as environmental changes. Previous studies in *Drosophila* have shown that new genes can evolve rapidly and result in extensive gene network changes on short evolutionary time scales \[[@RSPB20171393C52]--[@RSPB20171393C55]\]. Moreover, many duplications can cause downstream global changes, but most often with negative fitness effects, therefore subject to purifying selection they are eliminated quickly \[[@RSPB20171393C56]\]. We observed a reversed pattern of expression between the strains carrying the *IFA38* duplication and the WT for key genes in the fatty acid and lipid catabolism, sugar transport, ethanol and glycerol utilization, and amino acid biosynthesis pathways.

We also observe common patterns of SNPs. We find that the same and functionally similar genes accumulate SNPs across duplicate strains and environments. These include SNPs in genes related to transmembrane transport, sugar transport and translation elongation that may represent common adaptations to these environments that can arise regardless of the duplication event. Indeed, the wild-type strains accumulate SNPs in genes associated with ATPase activity and translation elongation. Not all the SNPs identified in this study will play a role in environmental adaptation; in fact only a minority of mutations persist in the population and may act as drivers of adaptation \[[@RSPB20171393C57]\].

When the duplicate strains are competed in media containing glycerol we see a decrease in fitness, whereas in ethanol-containing media we see an immediate increase in fitness following the duplication ([figure 1](#RSPB20171393F1){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests a potential gene dosage benefit of *IFA38*, perhaps to respond to any ethanol produced from glucose fermentation in YPD media \[[@RSPB20171393C58],[@RSPB20171393C59]\].

In our evolved populations, the growth of glycerol-evolved strains remained unaltered in YPD medium (electronic supplementary material, figure S4, solid line). By contrast, the glycerol-evolved duplicates were less fit relative to the ancestral duplicates in the ethanol-containing medium and the YPD (electronic supplementary material, figure S5*b*,*c*) \[[@RSPB20171393C60]\]. The wild-type strain after evolution in ethanol medium showed increased fitness, demonstrating positive selection in that particular environment.

We find that gene loss can happen much more rapidly than previously appreciated, with the deletion of four out of five non-tandem artificial duplicates within 500 generations, with the first loss detected after 25 generations. However, all the strains carrying tandem duplication retained both the inserted and the original copy of the gene. A previous theoretical study has shown that rate of gene loss is independent of gene linkage and occurs at same order of magnitude in both tandem and non-tandem duplications \[[@RSPB20171393C61]\]. In our case the non-tandem copy is lost more easily in glycerol, and we detect a genomic location effect. Such an effect could be due to the fact that the insertion is in the proximity of the centromere, since it is known that expression at centromeres is different from the remainder of the genome \[[@RSPB20171393C41]\]. It is possible that increased expression of *IFA38* from the addition of a duplicate copy could have led to the duplicate being lost, as increased gene expression may have a negative effect on fitness \[[@RSPB20171393C11],[@RSPB20171393C62],[@RSPB20171393C63]\]. However, in an environment containing glycerol there is no evident increase in expression of *IFA38* after duplication (electronic supplementary material, figure S3*c*). The duplicates and wild-type strains evolved in YPD and YPD + 5% ethanol showed an increased expression of *IFA38* in the YPD + 7% ethanol, whereas the glycerol-evolved strains when grown in ethanol showed a reduction of *IFA38* expression in all evolved strains compared with the ancestral. This demonstrates that non-functionalization may occur at the expression level before changes in the coding sequence create faulty proteins.

Our results reconcile the apparent difference between the immediate \[[@RSPB20171393C47]\] and longer-term \[[@RSPB20171393C48],[@RSPB20171393C49]\] effects of duplication as we see both effects in our experiment. Since the effects of the duplication are contingent both on genomic position and growth environment, our results also offer an explanation of why evolutionary trends of retention ascribed to dosage and stoichiometric balance are significant, but not universal \[[@RSPB20171393C15],[@RSPB20171393C49],[@RSPB20171393C64]\]. After the yeast WGD, gene loss is known to be rapid, but the true initial rate is difficult to measure with any accuracy \[[@RSPB20171393C65]\]. The extremely rapid loss of the duplicated gene we observe here happens so quickly that neither the duplication nor the loss can be observed by previous computational studies \[[@RSPB20171393C13]\].

Importantly, in all cases the original copy of *IFA38* was maintained, and the duplicated gene is the one lost. This rapid and asymmetric loss suggests that there is selection for the duplicate to be removed, although any fitness difference between the wild-type and the strain carrying the duplicate must be too small to be measured in the competition experiment in the glycerol conditions. A previous study on duplicate loss after WGD event found that orthologues are retained more frequently than paralogues, suggesting that at least some duplicate pairs are not functionally equivalent to each other \[[@RSPB20171393C65]\]. Genomic position can affect biased duplicate loss \[[@RSPB20171393C16]\], which may be due to DE in different regions of the genome caused by chromatin binding, or other constraints on recombination that are genome-context-specific. Given the importance of environmental conditions for determining duplicate loss or retention, the set of genes lost or retained in one growth condition may limit an organism in its ability to colonize other environments. Condition-specific gene loss may therefore be an early contributor to speciation.
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